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Call for tenders questions summary

Call for tenders' details 
  

Title: Framework Contract for the Provision of Mobile Office Containers and Associated Services in Albania, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Republic of North Macedonia 
Start date: 19/04/2019 
Time limit for receipt of tenders: 20/05/2019 
Contracting authority: European Border and Coast Guard Agency (Frontex) 
Status: Closed 

Call for tenders question list 
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date
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1 23/04/2019
12:46

24/04/2019
15:28

I.3 Eligibility In reference to the Eligibility of the
companies that can submit a
proposal, would you consider
allowing proposals from companies
where the
services is located? For example
companies from Albania can bid on
the
Albania Lot, or Companies from
Bosnia can bid on the Bosnia Lot?

24/04/2019
According to the article 176 of the
Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2018/1046
on the financial rules applicable to the
general budget of the Union (Financial
Regulation), repealing Regulation
(EU, Euratom) No 966/2012,
participation in this call for tenders is
open on equal terms to all natural and
legal persons coming within the scope
of the Treaties. It is also open to all
natural and legal persons established
in a third country, which has a special
agreement with the European Union
in the field of public procurement on
the conditions laid down in that
agreement. For this procurement
procedure the relevant international
agreements in the field of public
procurement are the Stabilisation and
Association Agreements (SAA), which
grant economic operators established
in FYROM, Albania, Montenegro,
Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Kosovo access to procurement
procedures of the Union institutions,
agencies and bodies regardless of the
value of the purchase. In accordance
with above, economic operators
established in FYROM, Albania,
Montenegro, Serbia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Kosovo have the
right to participate in this procurement
procedure. According to the point 1 of
the Terms of Reference, each
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the Terms of Reference, each
tenderer is invited to submit offers for
one, more or all Lots.
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2 08/05/2019
15:11

08/05/2019
15:36

Annex IV A to invitation to tender
No. Frontex/OP/374/2019/MS
Mobile
Office Containers - Lot 1, Lot 3, Lot
5, Lot 7

In Annex IV A to invitation to tender
No. Frontex/OP/374/2019/MS is
written: “Transportation to and back
(both ways) to location (will be
specified in each Specific Order -
indicatively in proximity with the
borders of the given country)” and
here the potential bidder shall
provide “Net price per month in
EUR”. Please advise how shall be
calculated the Net price per month
provided that as per the requirement
of the Contracting Authority: “No
more than one (1) relocation per 12
months of the total deployment
period shall be foreseen” or this
means
that we might have total of two
transportations to and back (both
ways)
per year as the second one is
optional. If we consider just the firm
one it turns out we will have just one
transportation to and back (both
ways) for a year, so please advise
how shall we calculate the Net price
per month. The same is the situation
with the required net price per
month for the service of “Installation
of Mobile office container,
furniture and equipment at the
Deployment location, including:” and
the
“Relocation of the installed Mobile
office container to a new

08/05/2019
It should be understand as the net
price per each service item, not per
month. The Annex IV A and IV B has
been corrected and replaced - please
use the updated version.
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office container to a new
Deployment
location”

3 08/05/2019
15:02

08/05/2019
15:36

Mobile Office Containers - Lot 1, Lot
3, Lot 5, Lot 7

Shall we provide separate unit prices
for each element of the equipment
specified in art. 4.2.3. B) from the
Terms of Reference, respectively
1b. from Annex IV A

08/05/2019
Yes, it is necessary to provide
separate prices for each element
sepcified in the Annex IV Financial
Offer. Uncomplete offers will be
rejected.

4 08/05/2019
15:42

08/05/2019
15:55

III. 4.3 Technical and professional
capacity

In art. III.4.3 Technical and
professional capacity is
stated:&quot;at
least three reference letters for each
lot issued and signed by an
authorised person of that particular
Tenderer’s client from the list
above, confirming satisfactory
provision of services.&quot; Please
confirm that three reference letters
are enough in case the participants
is bidding for more than one lot.

08/05/2019
Please provide at least three
reference letters for each lot you are
submitting the offer. For example, if
you bid for two lots please provide six
reference letters in total, three per
each lot.

5 08/05/2019
13:12

10/05/2019
10:04

Transportation please clarify where the containers
will be placed. exact cities in each
country

10/05/2019
Albania: Gjirokaster, Korce and
Kakavia Serbia: main roads close to
the borders with Bulgaria and
Republic of North Macedonia. Bosnia
&Herzegovina: main roads close to
the borders with Croatia. Republic of
North Macedonia: main roads close to
the borders with Bulgaria and Greece.
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6 08/05/2019
14:56

10/05/2019
10:09

art. 4.2.3 A) dash 7 Is the Contracting Authority going to
accept the protective roller
blinds as window bars or additional
metal window bars shall be also
installed?

10/05/2019
Yes, protective roller blinds will be
accepted.

7 08/05/2019
14:59

10/05/2019
10:13

Mobile Office Containers - Lot 1, Lot
3, Lot 5, Lot 7

Are the foundations for the mobile
office containers and the generators
going to be provided for the
installation of the latter, since as per
the requirements of the
documentation this is not an
obligation of the
contractor that will be awarded with
the implementation of the current
tender.

10/05/2019
The foundation is under the
responsability of the bidder. According
to the point 4.2.4 of the Terms of
Reference the Contractor shall be in
position to inter alia: - Provide and
use all additional equipment needed
for the installation and de-installation
of Mobile office containers (e.g.
telescopic crane on the truck); - Install
Mobile office and toilet containers,
furniture and equipment at the
Deployment location.

8 08/05/2019
15:00

10/05/2019
10:14

Mobile Office Containers - Lot 1, Lot
3, Lot 5, Lot 7 art. 4.2.3. B)
from the Terms of Reference

How many conference chairs will be
needed per mobile office container?

10/05/2019
For the time being it is unpredictable.
The Agency needs to have a list of
price in order to choose the
commodities.

9 08/05/2019
15:01

10/05/2019
10:14

Mobile Office Containers - Lot 1, Lot
3, Lot 5, Lot 7 art. 4.2.3. B)
from the Terms of Reference

How many plastic foldable chairs will
be needed for a mobile office
container?

10/05/2019
For the time being it is unpredictable.
The Agency needs to have a list of
price in order to choose the
commodities.
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10 08/05/2019
17:14

10/05/2019
10:23

III. 4.3 Technical and professional
capacity

Can the 3 reference letters per lot be
the same for each lot or are you
requesting 3 reference letters unique
for each lot?

10/05/2019
The reference letters may be the
same for each lot, however, please
note that for lots for mobile office
containers: 1, 3, 5 and 7 the reference
letters must confirm satisfactory
provision of mobile office containers
and for lots for toilet containers: 2, 4,
6 and 8 must confirm satisfactory
provision of toilet containers.

11 09/05/2019
09:37

10/05/2019
10:36

Fresh water deliveries Who has to provide the fresh water
for the toilet container?

10/05/2019
Provision of water is not the
responsibility of the contractor it will
be provided by local authorities.

12 08/05/2019
17:10

10/05/2019
10:48

Toilet Container Can you please provide us the Toilet
Container dimensions and how
many
WCs, urinals and hand wash basin
must the container include?

10/05/2019
Dimennsions approx. 2,4 x 1,4 m,
separate for male and female with two
WCs, two urinals (male only) and two
hand wash basins.

13 08/05/2019
14:57

10/05/2019
11:01

Provision of Mobile Office
Containers - Lot 1, Lot 3, Lot 5, Lot 7

Is it going to be necessary also to be
provided an UPS at the place of
installation of the Mobile Office
Containers?

10/05/2019
No, it is not needed.


